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Based upon your graph, explain why (6, 1) is a solution to this system and why
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Answer the question in this part. A correct
Clearly indicate the necessary steps, incl
substitutionso diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. Uti
to determine your answer. Note that diagrams
scale. A correct numerical answer with no u
1 credit. All answers should be written in
drawingso which should be done in pencil. [6]

37. Atthe present time, Mrs. Bee's age is six yearr
age. Three years ago, she was seven times as oid i

If 6 represents Mrs. Bee's age now and s represen
system of equations that could be used to model tl

Use this system of equations to determine, algebrr
Bee and her son now.

Determine how many years from now Mrs. Bee w
son will be then.
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35. Graph the following
system of inequalities on
the set ofaxes:

2y23x-16
y+2x>-5
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fi[his ror a solution to this system.
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36. Paul plans to have a rectangular garden adjacent to his garage. He will use
36 feet offence to enclose three sides ofthe garden. The area ofthe garden, in
square feet, can be modeled byfiw) : w(36 -2w),where w is the width in feet.

On the set ofaxes, sketch
the graph of flw).

Explain the meaning of the
vertex in the context of the
problem. . \
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